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World Wide Notary Completes over 3,000 eNotarizations in North Carolina
Vernon, TX—(01/24/08) World Wide Notary’s (WWN) electronic signature and electronic notarization
solution DigaSign is being utilized by ISP Sports in Winston-Salem, NC. ISP Sports, the nation’s largest
and fastest growing collegiate sports marketing company, invoices their clients for monthly broadcast
services. Each invoice is required to be notarized. “This was a very laborious process that required three
employees working most of a week to manually print, sign, notarize invoices then fold and stamp
envelopes. This process can now be done with one enotary and the witnessing employee in a matter of
hours and they are ready to email their customers a tamper sealed PDF invoice and they’re done,” said
Sheila Hemphill, Vice President of Sales for WWN. “DigaSign has saved ISP Sports a significant
amount of money and reduced the time employees spend completing the task. Our company is
now more efficient…thanks to DigaSign,” said Jamie Frye, Assistant Vice President - Radio
Administration for ISP Sports.
DigaSign is an Internet application that allows any Windows-based document to be esigned, enotarized
and edelivered within a secure environment. DigaSign features three signing options: Sign Each, Sign
Once / Accept Each or Sign Once / Apply All that is used by ISP Sports. With DigaSign, esignature and
enotarizations can be acquired from multiple remote locations in minutes and ready for exportation as a
tamper sealed PDF files for secure delivery anywhere.
"The advantages to doing your notarizations electronically are now just overwhelming. You can
do your work faster. You can do it when and where you want to do the filing. You can get
confirmation that your filing has been accepted. The bottom line is that it saves your business
time and money to do notarizations this way."
--Elaine F. Marshall, NC Secretary of State
“We are pleased and proud to provide such a powerful product for the broadcasting industry. We
knew that their unique workflow would benefit from DigaSign and result in reduced cost and
produce a tremendous return on investment (ROI ). DigaSign produced over a 600% savings on
employee time and cost the first month. DigaSign has now proven that any industry that needs
signatures and or notarizations can now reap significant savings,” said Bob Rice, CEO of WWN.
About World Wide Notary:
World Wide Notary, a privately held Texas Corporation, is a leading provider of electronic signature and
electronic professional seal technology. World Wide Notary’s technology can be utilized by any industry
needing multiple signatures and/or professional seal approvals from multiple locations.
Professional
seals could be for example notaries, architects, surveyors, geologists and government officials.
Pioneering electronic signatures, as early as 1996, World Wide Notary’s management team has years of
experience in the Internet technology industry working with stringent federal mandates, such as HIPAA,
E-SIGN and state UETA regulations, regarding security and the use of electronic and digital signatures.
About ISP Sports:
th

Celebrating its 16 year, ISP Sports is based in Winston-Salem, N.C. and manages multi-media rights for
close to 50 collegiate athletic partners. ISP delivers quality broadcasts to nearly 800 radio affiliates and
more than 100 television outlets across America. In addition, ISP provides professional direction for
numerous partner publications and websites. More information can be found at ispsports.com.
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Disclaimer:
Statements contained herein, other than historical data, may constitute forward-looking statements. When
used in this document, the words "estimate", "project", "intends", "expects", "believes", and similar
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements regarding events and financial trends
which may affect the Company's future operating results and financial position. Such statements are not
guarantees of the Company's actual results and financial positions to differ materially from those included
within the forward-looking statements and are subject to risks and uncertainties including, but not limited
to the technologies according to contractual performance criteria as well as other risks.

